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Reviewed by terrae Fogarty

T his Is China: The First 5,000 Years is
a useful addition to many AP
World History classrooms. The

book effectively introduces five thousand
years of history in only 192 pages. The
abridged narrative smartly creates a detailed
overview of China that teachers can use as
a supplement or as a summer reading topic.
The book provides material to build both a
basic and thorough understanding of Chi-
nese history, and it certainly can be used in
high school world history classes of any
level as well as the college classroom. In the
AP classroom, This Is China: The First 5,000

Years becomes a centerpiece for historical understanding. 
Teachers often find that their students lack the “big picture” for any

given civilization much less being able to understand the interconnected-
ness of the world over time. An advantage for this book is that it covers
China chronologically and details how one era began as the other ended.
The editors use pictures, dynasty charts, and dates to reinforce the notion
of where the reader is in time. The chapters are short, yet subdivided to
help readers know the focus of the discussion. Sidebars provide additional
information for a more focused look at important historical personalities as
well as “topics for further study.” 

In each chapter, the editors provide two very helpful resources for both
educators and students in the form of web-based materials and a “thought
experiment.” The “thought experiments” enrich classroom discussion and
debate and give both the educator and students provocative questions to
ponder individually or as a group. 

This Is China: The First 5,000 Years is an easy-to-read overview that
serves as a platform upon which teachers can build. While it offers the fun-
damentals on Chinese geography, dynasties, the republic, and contempo-
rary history from Mao to the present, instructors may want to supplement
this book with other sources on Chinese history, especially for upper level
history courses. This Is China could serve as a powerful summer reading as-
signment for an Advanced Placement course in high school. This Is China:
The First 5,000 Years provides a manageable and stimulating approach to a
subject that has long frustrated some students. Students may now wrestle
with Chinese history, feel a sense of accomplishment, and win the struggle
to understand China. n
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Việt Nam is akin to “giving cobalt treatment to a terminal cancer case” (81).
In another record from 1967, Hồ Chí Minh is overtly skeptical of what
eventually became the 1968 Tet Offensive. 

Two things to note about the balance of documents: first, chapter six
“The War Comes Home, 1965–1971” is exclusively devoted to the Amer-
ican side of the war; second, the book is focused on the American/Việt
Nam aspect of the war. While there are occasional references to other play-
ers in the war, Cambodia and Laos, for example, they are given no real
hearing in these documents.

Sprinkled throughout Hunt’s narrative and the documents are notable
statistics and statements that are often overlooked by those who study the
war. Hunt asserts, for example, that there were seven American support
personnel in Việt Nam for every American combatant. Another impor-
tant fact Hunt provides for those who say no one knew why America was
in Việt Nam is President Johnson’s April 7, 1965, speech at Johns Hopkins
University where he clearly answers his rhetorical question, “Why are we
in South Việt Nam?” (70).

One final sample of Hunt’s captivating narrative is found in the last chap-
ter, “Outcomes and Verdicts.” The author clearly captures the post-war
mood: “In both countries, anxious nationalists went to work either to pre-
serve the memory of a glorious victory or to redeem the shame of defeat”
(185). This kind of analytical, objective insight makes A Vietnam War Reader
perfect for a high school class or a lower division collegiate course. n
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